Replacing
Scale Control cartridge
Replacing the cartridge

- The cartridge must be replaced before it becomes saturated.
- If the alarm sounds and you are not yet ready to replace the Scale Control cartridge, press the wheel on the Scale Control meter once to snooze the alarm for 72 hours.
- The Q-shaped button on top of the tank is the on/off switch.

1 Disconnecting
Switch off the tank, but do not unplug it. Open the boiling-water tap until the water runs cold. Close the stop valve on the inlet combination valve. Close the tap. Disconnect the head by unscrewing the grooved knob on top of the Scale Control. Remove the Scale Control from the kitchen cupboard.

2 Replacing
Unscrew the lid and replace the old cartridge with a new one. Screw the lid onto the container until it clicks into place. Please note: Ensure that the red grips of the lid and the container are aligned.

3 Positioning
Position the Scale Control into the kitchen cupboard. Screw the head firmly into the lid of the Scale Control.

4 Flushing
Open the stop valve and the boiling-water tap until the water runs clear. Switch on the tank. The Quooker is ready for use once the water has heated up.
5 Resetting Scale Control meter

Switch on the Scale Control meter by pressing the wheel once. Wait one second then press the wheel again to access the Scale Control meter’s menu. Turn the wheel to select ‘reset’ and press it to confirm.
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